Functional imaging localization of complex organic hallucinations.
Background: fMRI of mental phenomena is quite difficult to perform because lack of patient's cooperation or because the symptoms are stable. In some exceptional cases, however, fMRI and DTI are capable to provide insights on the anatomy of organic hallucinations. Methods: In this report we describe a 14-year-old boy with a left fronto-dorsal tumor who experienced chronic complex brief, frequent and repetitive complex visual and auditory hallucinations. His clinical picture included multiple and severe social and mood problems. During a presurgical fMRI mapping the patient complained of having the visual and auditory hallucinations. A block-design FMRI paradigm was obtained from the event timecourse. Deterministic DTI of the brain was obtained seeding the lesion as ROI. The patient underwent surgery and electrocorticography of the lesional area. Results: The fMRI of the hallucinations showed activation in the left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) and the peri-lesional area. The tractography of the tumor revealed structural aberrant connectivity to occipital and temporal areas in addition to the expected connectivity with the IFG via the aslant fasciculus and homotopic contralateral areas. Intraoperative EEG demonstrated epileptic discharges in the tumor and neighboring areas. After resection, the patient's hallucinations stopped completely. He regained his normal social life and recover his normal mood. He remained asymptomatic for 90 days. Afterwards, hallucinations reappeared but with less intensity. Conclusions: To our knowledge, this is the first reported case of combined functional and structural connectivity imaging demonstrating brain regions participating in a network involved in the generation of complex auditory and visual hallucinations.